
Unit 1 Task 2 

QUESTION: Why was ******************** a successful film? (Alternatively, why did 
************* fail?) 

 

 

STAGE 1: BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

We need to establish that it WAS a successful film (or a failure.) There are several ways to succeed 
or fail in the media! 

• Quantitative data – box office, Blu-ray sales, merchandising. 
• Awards won or nominations secured 
• Look at the director’s next film – did the budget stay the same or even go up? 
• Look at the actor’s next film – did this help them to secure bigger roles in bigger 

films? 
• Qualitative data – look at some critical reviews on IMDB.com. Are they generally 

positive? Check the Rotten Tomatoes score. Is it high? (Note – this is quantitative 
data again, and very unreliable – make sure you acknowledge this in your write-up.) 

 

 

 

STAGE 2: TEXTUAL ANALYSIS 

We need to pay some attention to the text itself. 

• GENRE – We know that using genres is a basic way to appeal to an audience of 
mainstreamers. is it part of a genre? Can you use Buscombe’s Theory to establish how 
conventionally generic it is? Is it part of a subgenre? IS tee a degree of hybridity? Are there 
scenes and events and character types which we recognize from similar films? 

• NARRATIVE – That same audience of mainstreamers enjoys comfortable, familiar 
experiences in their Media. IS there a familiar three-part structure? (Todorov’s theory or 
Freytag’s Pyramid.) Is there a series of enigmas (Barthes Enigma Code?) Is there a series of 

https://www.kgvmedia.com/l2-film-genre-study
https://www.kgvmedia.com/l2-film-narrative
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conflicts (Levi-Strauss, Binary Opposition?) Are characters, locations and plot events all 
pretty familiar to us? 

 

STAGE 3: AUDIENCE ANALYSIS 
 

We need to figure out who the audience is and how the film is supposed to attract them. 

• Construct audience profile. Is there a particular age, gender, psychographic group (and 
maybe demographic group, although this will probably not be relevant) that your film is 
aimed at? 

• You need to back up your assertions. What certification does the film have? (It might be 
different in different countries.) What age and gender are the main characters? What sort of 
issues do they face? Are they more relevant to a particular age or gender (or other group, 
maybe defined by ethnicity, social class, sexual orientation, particular interest…) 

• Other groups – is it targeted at genre aficionados? Is there star appeal which will attract fans 
of that star? Is the director well-known enough to have their own fan base? Are there tie-ins 
with famous musicians on the soundtrack which will allow the film to attract their fan base? 
Is synergy used – eg any promotional tie-in with McDonalds or other companies? 

Ok, now we know WHO the audience is. How were they attracted? 

• Uses and Gratifications – can you find any of these lines of appeal being constructed? 
o DIVERSION –the music, the editing, the locations, the conventional plots, the 

conflicts, the satisfying ending, the humour, the horror, the special effects, the 
glamorous stars… – are they trying to entertain their specific audience in ways that 
audience would appreciate? 

o PERSONAL IDENTITY – DO they construct characters and stories which will resonate 
at a personal level with the audience members? 

o PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS – IS it marketed in such a way to imply that lots of people 
are watching it (Quite possibly not – you don’t need to cover all of these! 

o SURVEILLANCE – does it tell us something about the world? (Probably not, unless 
you are working on a documentary text or a film based on a real event.) 

• Two step flow 
o Is your film aimed at a SMALL, SPECIFIC audience who will then influence others into 

watching it? It might be aimed at a specific group of genre fans, or fans of a certain 
director or style (animation, noir, certain horror subgenres…) 

 

STAGE 4: AUDIENCE RESEARCH 

We need to do some QUANTITATIVE AUDIENCE RESEARCH.  

• The easiest way is to do an online survey.  Things to remember: 
o Start with a  filter question. Have 10 questions at most. 
o Send it to as many people in the target audiences you identified earlier as possible 
o Focus on quantitative questions. If you need qualitative answers, consider using 

Likert items. Avoid asking people to write short essays in text boxes. 
 

https://www.kgvmedia.com/gcse-audience
https://www.surveymonkey.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Likert_scale#:%7E:text=Likert%20scaling%20is%20a%20bipolar,the%20neutral%20option%20is%20removed.
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 We also need some QUALITATIVE AUDIENCE RESEARCH 

• This will involve a focus group (good), individual interviews (meh) or a mixture of both 
(best!) 

• Plan it in advance. Decide what stimuli you are using. Are you asking questions? Then plan 
them and make them open-ended. Are you using video stimuli eg showing them part of the 
film you are working on, or the trailer? Then make sure you have it cued up and ready to go. 
You could maybe ask about whether the marketing of the film affected their choice to watch 
or not watch it – maybe use a copy of the poster. 

• Audio (good) or video (better) record the sessions. 

STAGE 5: (Bonus!) MARKET RESEARCH 

• It would be useful to know a little about the state of the film market – or the wider 
mediascape - at the time your film was released. A few things to consider: 

o Was this genre successful at the time? Were there other successful examples in the 
same two or three year period? 

o Was your director successful? Look at budget vs box office for the few films made 
before this one. 

o Same for the stars of your film. 
o Was the budget of your film high? Check out the budgets for the ten most successful 

films that year. 

 

 

 

NOW – PRESENT THE RESEARCH AND RESULTS. 

Whether you do it as a document or a video essay, some basic principles apply. 

• EVERYTHING MUST BE REFERENCED. EVERY SINGLE WEBSITE OR SOURCE YOU USED needs 
to be referenced in the text when you use it (short form reference) And at the end, in the 
alphabetical-order bibliography (long form.) Video makers, just put the reference discreetly 
at the bottom of the screen. 

• PRESENT IT IN SECTIONS. Make it very clear that you moved through this in a systematic 
way. 

• Don’t just present your results, INTERPRET them. Your survey showed that 63% of your 
teenage female respondent disliked this film. OK – so what? What does this tell us? Your 
focus group – several people mentioned that the film was a bit samey or boring. OK, 
INTERPRET this – why do we need to know this? (It is usual to pull a few key quotes out of a 
focus group and base a short – maybe one page, or 40 secs of video – evaluation of what we 
can learn from it on that.) 

• Be aware of the limitations of your research. Your questionnaire asked people about their 
income but in retrospect that was a useless question. So don’t mention it in the write-up. 
Remember – weak students do EVERYTHING. Stronger students do only what is relevant. 

• Include the questionnaire itself and the video audio of your focus group as appendices. (Put 
them separately on your webpage.) 

 


